Creatures D6 / Cloverfield Parasite
Name: Cloverfield Parasite
Type: Predatory Creature
Dexterity: 4D
Perception: 3D+2
Strength: 3D
Special Abilities
Teeth: Str+2D Damage.
Claws: Str+1D Damage
Agile: Cloverfield Parasites are agile creatures, capable of great leaps and they possess
spiderlike climbing abilities, and gain +2D to all Climbing/Jumping skill rolls.
Venom: Cloverfield Parasites carry a powerful venom which increases the victims blood pressure
to aid them in feeding, which can cause explosive rupturing of the victims body if left untreated. A victim
bitten by a Cloverfield Parasite who suffers a wound or greater in damage, must make a Difficult Strength
roll to resist the poison. If they failed this roll, then their blood pressure will increase until they suffer an
explosive rupturing of their body in 20 minutes minus the amount they failed the roll by. During this time
they can seek medical aid, which in the Star Wars universe is far more advanced, and the venom can by
counteracted on a Difficult First Aid roll.
Move: 14
Size: 1m Tall, 1.5m Long
Description: Cloverfield parasites are vicious, crab-like pests which cling to the cloverfield monster by the
thousands, which it is born with and grow with the creature. They clean away the debris of its meals as
well as sucking its blood. Their saliva causes intense raising of blood pressure to help them feed, which
though mostly harmless to their host, causes smaller creatures to literally burst.
A cloverfield parasite weighs some fifty pounds and stands 2 feet high, though are lengthy in proportion.
A cloverfield parasite is bold in it's attack, leaping forward and biting repeatedly until their prey bursts.
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